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I wasn’t sure it was ever going to happen, but it
has finally stopped raining and things have dried
out. This is the time of the year we all look forward
to: hot dry weather, high tension, and high stress.
The perfect ingredients for a road builder’s dream.
These are the times that can make or break your year.
You have done your preparations, bid your work,
and now it is time to perform. During this time,
please continue to stress safety to all your employees/
coworkers. The work we do is very dangerous, and we
need to remind ourselves of this daily.
I was hoping by this time I would no longer have to speak on the
pandemic, but that is not the case. It looks as if the new normal will be here
much longer than originally anticipated. I would like to compliment ARDOT
with their handling of the situation to keep all involved safe.
The time is upon us to start our final push to promote the ½ cent sales
tax extension. As I am writing this letter, the contributions to Vote for Roads
Vote for Issue 1 through AAPA
have topped $425,000. I would
If each one of us
like to personally thank everyone
educates the people we
that has donated. It is important
for us as an industry to stand
deal with on a day to
together on something so vital
day basis, it will make a
to keeping our infrastructure
from continuing to deteriorate.
significant difference in
Not only do I urge you to keep
November when we
pushing monetarily, but also
as a grassroots campaign. Use
go to the polls.
your daily routine to educate the
people you encounter every day.
If each one of us educates the people we deal with on a day to day basis, it
will make a significant difference in November when we go to the polls. It is
the responsibility of each one of us to lead the campaign in our own parts of
the state.
As an industry, our future is bleak if we do not pass this extension. As our
economy slowly comes back online, infrastructure can and will continue to
play a key role to pump in funds and help bolster the citizens of our state.
Issue 1 will support over 3,600 jobs every year and provide $8.2 billion of
economic activity over 10 years. This extension benefits all people in the
state regardless of location by supplying funds to every county and city for
infrastructure improvements.
We can see the finish line, so let’s keep pushing! Donate and Educate!
							Stay Healthy,
							Lance Lamberth
Cover Photo: With panoramic vistas that overlook the surrounding Ouachita Mountains,
the Talimena National Scenic Byway is one of the most picturesque drives around. From
U.S. Highway 71 at Mena, the route follows Arkansas 88 into Oklahoma. The route is
historic as it was built by the Oklahoma and Arkansas highway departments in the 1960s
and connected two former truck trails that had originally been built by the Civilian Conservation Corps back in the 1930s. (Arkansas Parks and Tourism Photo)
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LORIE TUDOR ON ISSUE 1

The Road to Better Highways
ARDOT Director Lorie Tudor on the Impact of Issue 1

By now, I hope everyone in
the transportation industry is
keenly aware of the importance of
Issue 1 to the future of our State.
The question on the November
3, 2020 general election ballot
– Issue 1 – gives the citizens of
Arkansas the opportunity to
decide how they want to fund
state highway, county road, and
city street maintenance and
improvements beyond 2023.
Lorie Tudor
Governor Hutchinson introduced
his Long-term Highway Funding Plan during the 2019
legislative session. It consisted of two parts – a bill that was
passed during the session that is now Act 416 of 2019, and
a proposed Constitutional Amendment that will appear as
Issue 1 on the ballot this November. Together, Act 416 and
Issue 1 (if approved) will provide $300 million annually for
state highways and bridges starting in July 2023. Act 416
is already providing an additional $95 million annually for
our state highways. That means the bulk of the funding for
the Governor’s plan ($205 million a year) is in the hands of
the voters this November.
Issue 1 addresses the fundamental flaw in road funding.
Funding for Arkansas’ state highways is primarily based
on fuel consumption. Since our nation’s goal is to reduce
fuel consumption, highway revenues have remained flat
even though Arkansans are driving more. And when you
consider the inflation of highway construction costs over
the years along with flat revenues – we’re going backward.
As a result, for the last few decades, the Arkansas
Department of Transportation (ARDOT) has not been
able to keep up with the State Highway System’s needs and
meet the public’s expectations in many areas of the State.
Issue 1 provides a source of funding that has natural
growth potential. Just look how the State’s General
Revenue has increased over the years. As businesses grow
and the economy grows, so does revenue. Diversifying the
source of highway revenue will allow for growth to keep
up with inflation without requiring future tax increases.

Issue 1 would not be an additional out-of-pocket
expense for citizens. It would simply continue the
collection of the current temporary ½-cent sales tax that
the voters approved in 2012 and is set to expire in June
2023. This source of revenue does not apply to groceries
and can only be used for improvements to state highways,
county roads and city streets. Currently, an average
household is paying $8 a month and this would not
increase or decrease if Issue 1 is approved.
I and the ARDOT staff have been working hard
to educate the voters on the facts about Issue 1. As
state employees, we can’t campaign for or against the
proposal. But, as the agency that will be responsible
for administering these funds, we have a duty and
responsibility to let the citizens know the impacts of its
passage or failure.
To make sure voters know how their tax dollars will
be spent if the ½-cent sales tax continues, ARDOT has
developed a proposed program of construction projects
we are calling the Renew Arkansas Highways program.
This program will result in significant progress towards
bringing the State Highway System into a state of good
repair and to also fund some major capital and congestion
relief projects that will promote economic development.
The Renew Arkansas Highways program and other
information can be viewed on our website at www.ardot.
gov/Renew.
If Issue 1 fails, the tax will expire and the typical
Arkansas household will save about $8 per month. But
that savings comes at a cost as the reduction in funding
will result in a reduction in services provided. The
Highway Commission and ARDOT staff will be faced
with tough decisions as we decide how best to manage
the decline of the State Highway System moving forward.
It will be necessary to take measures to extend the life
of already deteriorated roads and bridges and to reduce
future maintenance costs. This will include more weight
restrictions and possibly allowing some low traffic volume
highways to revert to gravel. In addition, counties and
cities will experience about a 30 percent reduction in their
road and street budgets.

Continued on page 6
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LORIE TUDOR ON ISSUE 1
So the final decision rests with the
If Issue 1 fails, the tax will
Diversifying the improvements.
citizens. The Governor has done his
go away in 2023.
source of highway Either way, pass or fail, ARDOT will
part by presenting and promoting his
plan. The legislature has done their
revenue will allow continue to provide the citizens of
Arkansas with the best roads possible
part by approving what they could
for
growth
to
keep
and sending the rest – Issue 1 – to the
given the resources available.
people. And the Highway Commission
I would like to take this opportunity
up with inflation
to thank everyone in the transportation
and ARDOT have done our part by
without
requiring
showing what can be accomplished
industry, and specifically those of you in
with those funds. Now the people get
future tax increases. the AAPA, for the work you do every day.
We share a common goal, and that is to
to decide, and we hope they base that
decision on the facts.
continuously strive to provide a quality
In summary, approval of Issue 1 means the current
product. And we rely on each other to achieve that goal. I
½-cent sales tax will continue and taxes will not increase
appreciate all of you and the relationship our organizations
have developed and cultivated over the years. And last but
or decrease. It costs the average family $8 per month.
This revenue can only be used for road and bridge
not least, I thank AAPA for their support of Issue 1.

AAPA MEMBERS ON ISSUE 1
“Passing Issue 1 provides safe roadways
for the transport of our children, the
delivery of goods and services, and the
necessary infrastructure to allow the
state of Arkansas to thrive and compete
for jobs and growth.”
—Jason McDonald, Riggs CAT
“Some say due to the Covid crisis now
is not the time to pass Issue 1. However,
passing Issue 1 is exactly what we
need in Arkansas because of the Covid
pandemic. Covid will eventually end....
the need for safe, well maintained roads
never does. Investment in infrastructure
is one of the best investments we can
make with our dollars. Issue 1 creates
economic stimulation and jobs, plus good roads attract
tourism dollars and help recruit new business to our state.
Let’s not overlook that new and properly maintained roads
make travel in our great State safer and enhance everyone’s
quality of life. Issue 1 is a small investment to make all of
these a reality.”
—Park Estes, AAPA Executive
Director

“Issue 1 will positively impact every
citizen of Arkansas by improving the
safety of our roads and bridges – in
every city and every county. Issue 1
will also be a dynamic economic driver supporting thousands of jobs and
injecting billions of dollars into the
Arkansas economy. These accomplishments are all possible without the need to increase taxes,
but it requires your support. A vote for Issue 1 is a vote for
a stronger Arkansas.”
—Brandon Finn, Hutchens Construction
“Continued investments in transportation infrastructure are crucial for sustaining economic growth in Arkansas.
From the rock that’s crushed in local
quarries to the steel that’s fabricated in
our state, the economic impact from
highway construction is felt far and
wide. Highway construction not only
creates jobs and ignites our economy,
but most importantly, creates safer roadways throughout
the State. If Arkansans are concerned with achieving safer
roads and a viable, robust economy, then Issue 1 must pass
in November.”
—Sherri Fryar, Contractor’s Specialty Service Co.

“Issue 1 obviously maintains critical highway funding for not only ARDOT but cities and counties
all over Arkansas. But it also helps provide numerous highway construction jobs that provide for
Arkansas families. It’s a win - win for all of us, all of Arkansas.”
—Steve Forsgren, Forsgren Inc.
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AAPA MEMBERS ON ISSUE 1
“The passage of Issue 1 is vital
to ensuring a safe and reliable
infrastructure, not only for the
state of Arkansas, but also for
counties and local communities
alike. It’s a great opportunity
to support jobs and economic
development without raising
taxes. Our industry needs this
revenue stream to help all of Arkansas function at the
highest and safest level.”
—Craig Kellmann, RazorRock Materials
“The sales tax has allowed many
small cities and towns to improve
their streets where their budgets
have allowed only for some patching at best. This in turn has been
beneficial to us by providing jobs
for our company.”
—Charles Foot, Smackover
Paving
“The passage of Issue 1 is critical
to the continued economic growth
of the State of Arkansas. A strong
highway program drives future
growth, and it allows for continued opportunities for positive job
growth while maintaining a safe
and efficient highway system.”
—Murry Cline, APAC-Central

AAPA Issue 1 Donors
AAPA
APAC-Central
APAC-Mississippi
Asphalt Producers
Ash Grove
Atlas Asphalt
Austin Powder
Blackstone
Brad & Sherri Fryar
CK Asphalt
Con-AGG (RazorRock)
Creative Design Concepts
Crisp Contractors
Delta
DKB Contractors
Ergon
First Community Bank
of Batesville
Forsgren, Inc.
Highway Graphics
Hutchens Construction
Jeffery Sand

Jet Asphalt
Koss Construction
Lion Oil/Delek
McGeorge/Cranford
Midwest Lime
Mike Moore
Monarch
Murry Cline
Nabholz
Park Estes
Pine Bluff Sand & Gravel
Redstone Construction
Riggs Cat
Rogers Group
Salt Creek Paving
Smackover Paving
SMG
Standard Materials
Steve Beam Construction
Stribling Equipment
Time Striping
Tomlinson

Numbers & donors as of
8.27.2020.
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ISSUE 1 – THE IMPORTANT QUESTIONS

Issue 1 – The Important Questions
(Information courtesy of the Vote For Roads Vote For Issue 1 campaign.)

WHAT is Issue 1 &
How Can You Support It?

WHO Benefits from the
Passage of Issue 1?

Issue 1 is a legislatively referred constitutional amendment
resulting from House Joint Resolution 1018 of the 2019
Arkansas General Assembly. Issue 1 will appear on the
November 3, 2020 general election ballot.

Regardless of your location or vocation, Issue 1 supports
ALL of Arkansas:
• Everyday Arkansans – we are a rural state. Arkansans
from EVERY CORNER need a reliable road system that
can ensure SAFE and efficient access to work, healthcare,
schools, and recreation.
• Economic Development – we must continue to recruit
for new business. Sound infrastructure is key to ensure we
can compete for new jobs.
• Agriculture – our state’s number one industry. Farmers
depend on safe and reliable infrastructure to get their
goods to market.
• Tourism – our second largest industry. Navigable roadways play a huge part in attracting people to destinations.
• Healthcare and Public Safety– Arkansas is a rural state.
Arkansans from every corner need a reliable road system
that can ensure safe access to care and safety in time of
need.

In 2012, Arkansans voted in favor of establishing a onehalf percent (.5%) sales and use tax dedicated to fund our
state highways, county roads, city streets, and bridges.
This funding is set to expire in 2023. The intent of Issue
1 is to continue this critical revenue stream that provides
dedicated funding strictly for our state’s roads and bridges.
Contribute – There is no dollar amount too large or small
to support the effort to educate ALL Arkansas voters
on Issue 1. Visit our website, www.voteforroads.com, to
donate.
Share the Message – Spread the word about Issue 1 to
your family, friends, neighbors, and co-workers. Let them
know about the impact Issue 1 will have on them and
encourage them to support Issue 1.

WHY Should You
Support Issue 1?

Vote FOR Issue 1 on November 3rd!

Arkansas has more than 16,000 miles of highways to
care for and maintain. Consider this: Arkansas has more
highway miles than California, New
York, and Florida, respectively, and more
than Colorado, Nevada, and Hawaii
combined. On top of that, Arkansas
ranks 40th in the country in dollars spent
per mile.
Issue 1 will continue to provide needed
funding for roads in all four corners of
the state. Issue 1 will make our roads
safer, support jobs and provide economic
activity without raising taxes!
8 | AAPA 3rd Quarter 2020

WHEN Can You Vote
for Issue 1?
WHERE Will the Money Go?
(See By the Numbers, next page.)

PAVING THE WAY FOR
SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS.

Cranford Construction Company is
Central Arkansas’ leading producer of
quality asphalt. Call today and put
our team to work for you.
Greg Day, Sales: 501-416-4565
or greg.day@cranfordasphalt.com

ISSUE 1 – BY THE NUMBERS

WHAT’S AT STAKE

Understanding the Impact of Issue 1
The northern segment of Arkansas Highway 220 runs from Arkansas 59 north to Arkansas 170 at Devil’s Den State Park. Issue 1 is all about
continuing to build and maintain safe roads and bridges all across Arkansas. (Arkansas Parks and Tourism Photo)

1

$300M

16,000

$8.2B

A “Yes” vote for Issue 1 supports continued
dedicated road funding. A “No” vote would reject
this continued funding, thus reducing current
funding levels for the Arkansas Department of
Transportation and ALL cities and counties in
Arkansas.

Arkansas has more than 16,000 miles of
highways to care for and ranks 40th in the
country in dollars spent per mile.

With the passage of Issue 1, Arkansas will
continue to invest $300 million annually in
safer, better highways, roads, streets, and
bridges.

Issue 1 will provide $8.2 billion in economic activity
over the next 10 years, support over 3,600 jobs,
improve 7,000 miles of roads, and repair structurally
deficient bridges WITHOUT RAISING TAXES.
AAPA 3rd Quarter 2020 | 9

GOVERNOR’S LONG TERM
HIGHWAY FUNDING PLAN

It’s The People’s Transportation System –

On November 3, 2020,
The People Get To Decide
Many things have changed in our world in
the year 2020, but our need for good highways
has not. Arkansas’ roadways are one of the
public’s largest and most important investments.
As a transportation system stakeholder, we ask
that you help ArDOT educate the public about
what would happen if “Issue One” passes or fails.

Please visit www.ardot.gov/renew for
information and resources.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF “ISSUE ONE” PASSES OR FAILS,

VISIT WWW.ARDOT.GOV/RENEW
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GRASSROOTS SUPPORT

grassroots

adjective [ before noun ] UK /ˈɡrɑːs.ruːts/ US /ˈɡræs.
ruːts/involving the ordinary people in a society or
an organization: grassroots support; a grassroots
movement/campaign
By Park Estes, AAPA Executive Director
grassroot efforts cannot be emphasized enough as to how
At first glance the meaning of grassroots doesn’t seem
important and critical it is.
especially glamorous or even something that would be
I hope each of you will make the commitment to be a
worth a person’s investment of time or money. Something
part of the Grassroots effort to pass Issue 1 and create the
I’ve learned over the years is that although change can
deep roots we need for a YES vote on Vote for Roads Vote
come from the top, more often the biggest changes start
from the “grassroots” level. How many lush lawns, flowers, for Issue 1 in November of 2020. Please engage others and
and strong trees would we see if they did not have a strong encourage them to vote “FOR” Issue 1 and donate to the
campaign. Our livelihoods depend on it.
“root system” unseen below the surface? More than likely
it also took somebody watering and
fertilizing the roots to have the beauty
we see above the surface. But the real
magic and work was happening below the
surface, unseen.
With that said, I have never been more
satisfied and prouder to be working in the
grassroots organization of “The Roads
and Bridges Coalition” in the effort
of obtaining the funding that Arkansas
needs for its roads and bridges. As most
of you know, we have a monumental
manhattanroadandbridge.com
vote and opportunity in November of
2020 to gain $300 million in additional
funding with the Governor’s Long-Term
Funding Plan. The Coalition has hired
SALT CREEK PAVING & CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
a firm to lead us in this effort. They
are a group of the best in the field at
• ASPHALT PAVING/SPRAY PAVING
what they do as a campaign consulting
1525 Mary Kay Blvd. • CEMENT/LIME STABILIZATION
group. It is imperative and critical to
have their leadership. However, without
• CHIP SEALING
P.O. Box 1379
each of us pitching in and helping from
Benton, AR 72018
• SUBDIVISION/ROADWAYS
the grassroots level to engage, educate,
• GRADING AND BASE WORK
and promote the safety and economic
• COMMERCIAL LOTS/DRIVES
benefits of the passage of “Vote for
Roads Vote for Issue 1”, it will be
difficult to achieve our goal. Each of our
HIGHWAY/HEAVY CONSTRUCTION

501-315-6833
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AAPA REMEMBERS STEVE CRANFORD

AAPA Remembers
Steve Cranford
From Emanuel Banks, ARDOT:

From Park Estes, AAPA Executive Director:

He was a longtime friend of mine both
professionally and personally. Our friendship
began during my days as a field engineer and
continued to grow as I became a Resident
Engineer. I’ve always respected his knowledge
and vast amount of experience in the highway
business. Over the years, I would occasionally
pick his brain on ways to improve the working
relationship between the industry and our
agency, as well as discuss problem solving ideas to
minimize project delays. He will be sorely missed,
but his legacy will live on and the respect among
his peers will never be lost. If I had the chance
to say my last words to him, it would be simple:
“Steve, I’ve valued our friendship, I’ve respected
your knowledge, and you are loved by many so
you will be missed but not forgotten”.

Steve Cranford was truly a man who earned
and kept my respect over the course of our 25year friendship. I have so many fond memories
and funny stories from the hunting and fishing
trips we’ve been on and even as a passenger
when he piloted us to some of those outings. If
you didn’t know Steve well, you might not have
known what a funny and genuine man he was.
Steve never was a man of many words, but when
he did talk, he commanded your attention. You
were always better off for the words he spoke. I
always considered Steve a mentor of mine. I am so
honored that I was involved in inducting him into
the AAPA Hall of Fame. The asphalt industry has
lost one of its finest people, and many of us have
lost a friend.

12 | AAPA 3rd Quarter 2020

AAPA REMEMBERS STEVE CRANFORD
From Guy Washburn, Cranford Construction:
Steve Cranford was a veteran of the heavy-highway construction
industry. He owned companies that specialized in the areas of
water distribution, sanitary sewer, earthwork, storm sewer, bridge
construction, and asphalt production and placement. Regarding the
asphalt industry, Steve was instrumental in forming the Arkansas
Asphalt Pavement Association. In addition to his construction work,
he was an award-winning ranch owner and raised registered Angus
cattle on his farm in Montgomery County near Mt. Ida. His favorite
hobby was bass fishing, and he truly loved the AGC Arkansas
Bass Tournament held every spring on Lake Ouachita. In all areas
of life, Steve was well respected for his leadership and southern
gentlemen qualities. He had a contagious laugh and didn’t take
himself so seriously. He was a working man’s favorite boss because
he understood the true character of hard-working people. Steve was
a beloved father to Jessica and Jason and a loving, loyal husband to
Lillian. We truly miss him at the office and memories with him will
never be forgotten.

Steve was inducted into the AAPA
Hall of Fame in 2018.

Steve Cranford (right) with D.B. Hill, III (center) and Steve Thweatt (left) at the 2017 AAPA Convention in Branson.

From D.B. Hill, III, Cranford Construction:
At Steve’s funeral, THE DASH POEM, by Linda Ellis was read. One of verses says: “what matters most
of all, is how we live our Dash”. The “dash” being between our birth date and our death date. Steve
lived those years with integrity, faith, and love. He was a man of his word, honest in his dealings,
hardworking and sincere in his actions. His faith was strong in his employees and his friends. He was a
man of love for his family, for his industry and for life. I am thankful for his friendship and the time we
shared together.
AAPA 3rd Quarter 2020 | 13
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ARDOT NAMES NEW DIVISION
DISION HEAD
HEAD
OFOF
MATERIALS
MATERIALS

Jon Annable Named
Division Head of Materials
By Deborah Horn

When Jonathan “Jon” Annable
started with the Arkansas Department
of Transportation in 1981, assisting
the Research Department with various
projects, most of his college drafting
instruction relied heavily on slide rules,
pencils and paper.
“It was done by hand,” Annable
remembers about his days at the
University of Arkansas at Fayetteville
before graduating with a Civil
Engineering degree.
That changed at ARDOT, and he says,
“I was using a desktop computer (a
Commodore 64) when I started with the
Department.”
The computer was only able to do
simple equations.
Annable and drafting have come a long way from
those early days and on Aug. 4 was named ARDOT new
Division Head Materials.

and testing, project investigations,
forensic investigations of materials
issues and provides recommendations to
Department Design Divisions for project
development.
The Materials Division provides
materials related services to
construction, maintenance, bridge and
roadway design, state aid, and System
Information & Research Divisions. It’s
responsible for maintaining National
Laboratory Accreditation from
American Association of State Highway
& Transportation Officials (AASHTO).
“I am responsible for making sure the
Division and its employees adhere to
the policies and procedures outlined in the Department
Procedural Manuals,” Annable says.
Randy Ort, Deputy Director and Chief Operating
Officer, is well acquainted with Annable and his work for
the department.
He says, “Jon is well-respected across the department
and industry. He understands the demands of the job, not
just what we’re doing, but why we’re doing it and why it’s
important. We’re confident he’ll be an effective leader of
our Materials Division.”
Park Estes, Arkansas Asphalt Pavement Association
Executive Director, says, “Jon Annable is smart and
capable. We want to congratulate Jon on his promotion
and look forward to supporting him and the department
in the future.”

A Big Promotion
After about 39 years on the job, ARDOT Director Lori
Tudor promoted Annable to Division Head of Materials.
He replaced Michael Benson who retired after 32 plus
years of service.
“Jon is a natural fit for the Division Head of Materials.
He has spent his entire career in the Materials Division
and has a wealth of subject matter and institutional
knowledge,” Tudor says.
Also, she adds, “He also has the
personality to effectively translate that
knowledge to both his coworkers and to
others in the industry. He’s an asset to the
department.”
In his new job, Annable is responsible
for a staff of 60, plus the engineers,
technicians, and clerical personnel that
make up the Materials Division. He
SIMPLE • CONVENIENT • SECURE
reports to Rex Vines, Assistant Chief
Engineer of Operations.
He oversees all activities within the
www.firstcommunity.net
division that provides laboratory sampling

OPEN YOUR

ACCOUNT

ONLINE!
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ARDOT NAMES NEW DIVISION HEAD OF MATERIALS
Earlier In His Career
In 1982, Annable was promoted to Planning and
Research Engineer and coordinated several projects with
various universities. He also conducted in-house research
projects with an emphasis on subgrade and pavement
sampling and testing.
Within about 12 months, Annable was promoted to
Research Study Coordinator. He continued to work with
universities and on research projects but during this
time, he also conducted vacuum saturation testing on soil
cement mixtures. In this position, he was responsible for
preliminary and final project reports.
He climbed quickly up the ladder, and in 1987, he
earned the title Geotechnical Supervising Engineer. He
managed 15 employees, prepared investigative reports,
coordinated drilling activities of the districts, and with
landowners and utility companies.
He undertook the preliminary assessment of proposed
projects.
Climbing the Ladder of Success
In 2002, Annable was named Staff Geotechnical
Engineer and was over the entire state’s Geotechnical
Program. In addition to a staff of 18, he oversaw
expenditures and engineered embankment configurations.
He was also required to assist district personnel with
construction and maintenance issues, such as with
landslides and foundation.
He developed guidelines for various aspects of
construction and design of embankments, bridges, and
chaired and served on various research committees and
as a representative for the Southeastern Transportation
Geotechnical Engineering Conference.
It was a demanding job that relied heavily on the skills
he had acquired since joining the department, and was a
proving ground for his next job. In 2008, he was named
Assistant Division Head — Materials.
Again, it required his full attention as he supervised
a staff of nine engineers, two geologists, five chemists,
twelve District Materials Supervisors/District Materials
technicians, four lab coordinators, one facilities manager,
twelve technicians, twelve Geotechnical Field technicians
and four clerical personnel.
As well, he served as Materials Area Engineer for
two Districts, prepared and recommended budgets
and more such as reviewing operating procedures and
recommending changes.
Department Changes
The late 1970s and 1980s included construction projects
16 | AAPA 3rd Quarter 2020

like Interstate 630 and the widening of Hwy. 71 from Alma
to Fayetteville.
“There were big projects going on,” Annable
remembers.
In the late 1980s, ARDOT turned its attention to the
rehab of many of Arkansas’s interstates. He says, “Many
were 25 plus years old.”
The 1980s through today would prove to be decades
of great change at the highway department, especially
with the growing reliance on computers, as well as the
advancement of computer’s abilities and storage capacities.
Along with technology, the rules and regulations
governing the department’s designs, the asphalt mixes
and finished products were becoming more refined and
restrictive.
“There were constant improvements in the materials
we used and even the testing methods were new and
improved,” Annable says.
Computers and technology, whether used by the
department or contracted road construction crews, has
grown more sophisticated and requires more of the
personnel operating it.
As well, much of what used to be done on paper, such as
job bids, can be done electronically, and as a result, saving
time and paper and other costs, he says. Technology allows
ARDOT to do more with fewer personnel.
While there is construction going on around the state,
Annable says, today’s focus is on pavement preservation.
“It allows us to get additional life from our highways,” he
says.
Annable says about his career at ARDOT, “It’s great and
I have enjoyed working every day with numerous fantastic
co-workers.”

ALL ABOUT ANNABLE
Name: Jonathan Annable
Hometown: Conway
Family: Wife, Sheila; son, Samuel and daughter-in-law,
Suzana and their children, Bolton, 5, and Kaius, 2; and
daughter, Lindsey and son-in-law Try Mardis.
Favorite Food: Catfish
Favorite Music: Country
First Car: Dodge Pickup
Favorite Sports Team: Razorbacks, Cardinals Major
League Baseball, all sports.
What’s Always with You When You Travel: Cell
phone
Favorite Quote or Slogan: “Prior Planning Prevents
Poor Performance.” (“That is my saying to my kids,” or
known as Dad’s 5 “P” Rule.)

WOMEN OF ASPHALT SPOTLIGHTS ARKANSAN

Congratulations Kayla!
One of Women of Asphalt’s
20 to Watch in 2020
(Reprinted with permission from NAPA.)

This year, Women of Asphalt (WofA)
is spotlighting 20 women who are
industry game changers, including
women in leadership, influencers,
thought leaders, and newcomers to
asphalt. All of the winning nominees
are members of Women of Asphalt
and have demonstrated success in
the industry, affected positive change,
served as a mentor, and/or given back
to the community. One of the women
spotlighted is an Arkansan—Kayla
Ragsdale! Asphalt Pavement magazine
included sound bites from each of their
interviews; Kayla’s is included here.

Her Buzz Phrase: Having That Grit
“I’ve had the advantage of [having] a
lot of really strong female role models
early on in my career. I was always
taught that there’s no reason that a
woman shouldn’t be in positions of
authority and shouldn’t be listened to.
In the asphalt paving industry, I feel I’ve
always had a lot of support from my
male colleagues. Having that grit and
determination and assertiveness–it’s
really important for males and females.”
Kayla Ragsdale

Chief Financial Officer,
Hutchens Construction Co.
Fayetteville, Ark.

(To listen to the interviews with each of
these inspiring professionals, visit www.
womenofasphalt.org.)

AAPA Hot Mixers Club 2020
APAC-Central
Asphalt Producers
Atlas Asphalt, Inc.
Cashion Co.
Cranford Construction Co.
Delta
Ergon
Forsgren, Inc.
Hutchens Construction

Jet Asphalt
Kiewit
Koss Construction Co.
Lion Oil Co.
Pine Bluff Sand & Gravel Co.
Redstone
Riggs CAT
Rogers Group, Inc.
Time Striping Inc.
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ACCELERATED PAVEMENT TESTING

Accelerated Pavement Testing
Reaches New Heights
The National Airport Pavement and Materials Research Center
(NAPMRC) at the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) William J.
Hughes Technical Center in Atlantic City, N.J. tests how various
asphalt mixtures perform in airfield applications.
By Monica Dutcher
(Reprinted with permission from NAPA)
Recent trends in aircraft production are testing the
limits of standard paving materials. As airliners seek to
extend flight range capabilities and offer services that
satisfy the modern-day traveler, there have been significant
increases in aircraft tire pressure and wheel loads. For
example, the latest generation commercial aircraft, the
formidable Airbus A350-900, exerts tire pressures and
single wheel load greater than any previous generation at
up to 250 psi and a 73,000 lbs. load.
While the National Center for Asphalt Technology
at Auburn University is a proving ground for asphalt
pavement innovations in highway applications, the

National Airport Pavement and Materials Research Center
(NAPMRC) at the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
William J. Hughes Technical Center in Atlantic City, N.J.
tests how asphalt mixtures perform in airfield applications.
Built in 2015 as part of the FAA Airport Technology
Research & Development (ATR) program, NAPMRC
complements the pavement structure tests conducted at
the ATR’s adjacent National Airport Pavement Test Facility
(NAPTF).
Home of the hefty “Airfields Mark VI” (HVS-A),
a heavy vehicle simulator (HVS) that is the largest of
its kind at 121-feet long, 16-feet wide, and 14-feet tall,

Matthew Brynick (right) leads a tour in the NextGen Pavement Materials Laboratory. From far left, Jim Musselman, NCAT; Tim Kowalski,
Wirtgen; Todd Mansell (not visible), Caterpillar Paving; Dr. Richard Willis, NAPA; and Marshall Klinefelter, Maryland Asphalt Association
participated. (Photo: MONICA DUTCHER)
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ACCELERATED PAVEMENT TESTING
the NAPMRC conducts full-scale
accelerated testing on four outdoor
lanes and two indoor lanes designed and
constructed to withstand aircraft loads.
The HVS-A applies bidirectional or
unidirectional loading via a single wheel
(max. load 100,000 lbs.) or dual wheel
(max. load 50,000 lbs. per wheel), and its
automated heating system replicates the
high temperatures pavements face in the
summertime, even during New Jersey’s
cold winters.
“High temperature rutting tests have been completed
and fatigue tests are in progress. Also, stone-matrix asphalt
(SMA) will be tested in the future; however, the timeframe
is not yet determined,” added Dr. Navneet Garg, NAPMRC
Program Manager. “A comprehensive report on test
sections will be written after completion of the tests. This
summer, a report on construction and material selection
will be available. Technical papers for journals and
conferences will be prepared as the testing continues.”
According to Dr. Garg, one of the most typical asphalt
pavement distresses observed at airports is longitudinal
joint deterioration (generally, rutting is very minimal).
Also, in field testing at Newark Liberty International
Airport in New Jersey, the NAPMRC team is observing
delamination at highspeed exits, where the airplanes turn
and shear stresses are very high. However, referring to the
2004 FAA study “Operational Life of Airport Pavements,”
Dr. Garg said
he and fellow
According to Dr. Garg,
researchers found
one of the most typical
that if contractors
closely follow the
asphalt pavement
design, materials,
distresses observed at
and construction
airports is longitudinal
specifications,
airport pavements
joint deterioration.
yield 20 years of
design life.
As accelerated pavement testing is complete, the FAA
ATR team is able to improve FAARFIELD, the world’s
preeminent airfield thickness design program. ATR is
constantly updating and modernizing the FAARFIELD
program for the next generation of pavement designs,
supporting the development of the new Aircraft
Classification Rating – Pavement Classification Rating
(ACR-PCR) pavement strength reporting method
in cooperation with the International Civil Aviation
Organization. FAARFIELD 2.0 will feature a user-friendly
interface, updated aircraft library, integrated web support,

and full replacement of legacy computer languages.
It’s important for the asphalt pavement industry to
remain abreast of what’s happening at NAPMRC. Last fall,
a group of NAPA staff, members, and industry partners
toured the NAPMRC and the NAPTF. “The tour was
impressive in both its size and scope of work being done
on materials, safety, and construction,” shared Todd
Mansell, Product Application Specialist – Caterpillar
Paving. “I was impressed most with the fact that research
on various pavement structures can be completed and
implemented in a relatively short time period, largely due
to the full-scale HVS and state-of-the-art data collection
system.”
According to Dr. Garg, one of the most typical asphalt
pavement distresses observed at airports is longitudinal
joint deterioration.
Mansell also observed opportunities for utilizing
various technologies such as 3D paving for accurate
grade and slope control for controlling sub-base, base
and surface layer pavement thicknesses, and precise final
elevations, which are critical for airport runway surfaces
and airplane guidance systems. Going forward, Mansell is
interested in seeing more research collaboration between
industry and the FAA as well as sharing of information
and construction practices in the areas of heavy-duty
pavements that could apply to intersections and low speed,
high-load rate areas in highway paving and container
facilities.
“The William J. Hughes Technical Center is the
preeminent location for evaluating the next generation
of airfield mixtures and designs,” said Dr. Richard
Willis, NAPA Vice President of Engineering, Research &
Technology. “It really is the gatekeeper for what goes from
concept to practice on America’s airfields. Involvement
with this group allows industry to understand the
direction and be a part of the conversation regarding the
future of our asphalt pavements on airfields.”
For more information and more photos, visit: https://
www.asphaltpavement-digital.com/naps/current
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YOUR RESOURCE
FOR ARKANSAS ROADS.
Ergon is proud to be the go-to roadway resource for state
and local agencies in Arkansas. We specialize in meeting
your preservation and maintenance needs, providing
education and training, roadway evaluations and on-site
technical support. Visit ergonasphalt.com to learn how
we can put our resources to work for you.

ergonasphalt.com

EAE Resource Arkansas Ad 8.375x10.875.indd 1
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WESTERMAN TALKS WITH AAPA

Congressman Westerman Talks COVID Relief,
Funding with AAPA Members

On August 24, 2020, AAPA members joined a Zoom call with Congressman Bruce Westerman. Also on the call were
ARDOT Director Lorie Tudor, former ARDOT Director Dan Flowers, and Jay Hansen, VP of Advocacy for NAPA.
The Congressman gave an update on COVID relief. He also spoke on funding and several other issues he is working
on. Lorie then informed him of the upcoming vote on Issue 1 in November, about which he expressed optimism.
Congressman Westerman has always been an important advocate for our industry, and we hope that all AAPA members
will continue to support him.

Will you donate to the AAPA PAC?
Company Name: ____________________________________ Contact Name:_________________________
Address: _______________________________________ City/ST: ______________________ Zip: _______
Contact Phone: ______________________ Contact Email: _______________________________________
Yes, I would like to donate to the AAPA PAC in the amount of:
$5,000
$2,000
$1,500
$1,000
Other: $__________
I have included a check for the above amount (make checks payable to AAPA PAC)
Please invoice me for the above amount
Arkansans voted in 2014 to no longer allow corporations/business entities to make direct contributions to candidates. However, PACs
can accept up to $5,000 per calendar year from corporations, businesses, individuals, etc. Donations of any amount are important, and
should be viewed as an investment, not an expense.

Clip and return to:
AAPA Office, PO Box 24304, Little Rock, AR 72221 or
office@arasphalt.com
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TCC WASHINGTON BRIEFING

Infrastructure Funding Leads
Bipartisan Discussion on Capital Hill
TCC Asks Highway Industry to Support Federal Funding Measures
By Deborah Horn
If there was a single takeaway from the May 21
Transportation Construction Coalition’s (TCC)
Washington Briefing, the Federal Highway Trust Fund
is running out of money and Washington Legislators are
running out of time to correct the problem.
And TCC is asking that members of the industry voice
their support for funding at hardhatsforhighways.org.
Steve Sandherr, TCC Co-Chair and CEO of Associated
General Contractors of America, hosted Thursday’s midday webinar and welcomed approximately 1,000 attendees
from around the country.
Bipartisan speakers included Sen. John Barrasso
(R-Wyo.), Senate Environment & Public Works Committee
Chairman; Sen. Tom Carper (D-Del.), a ranking member
of the Senate Environment & Public Works Committee;
Rep. Peter DeFazio (D-Ore.), House Transportation &
Infrastructure Committee Chairman; and Rep. Sam Graves
(R-Mo.), a ranking member of the House Transportation
& Infrastructure Committee.
Each member voiced support for replenishing the

Sen. John Barrasso
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Sen. Tom Carper

Federal Highway Trust Fund especially at this time with
the disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and
rising unemployment rates. Carper cited the dams that
recently collapsed in Michigan as a prime example of a
critical need for infrastructure funding.
Also, it would result in economic development and job
creation, and, Carper said, an infrastructure investment
would be a bridge to the future.
DeFazio said the U.S. Congress recently passed a
pandemic stimulus-related bill, the Coronavirus Relief
Legislation, that included money for the country’s DOTs
(department of transportation), but it’s yet to be taken up
by the U.S. Senate.
The country has highway and transit needs, including
replacement of about 40,000 bridges, DeFazio said.
Barrasso is vocal in his support of funding and said our
economy is built on a well-functioning road system.
Furthermore, roads create jobs, move products and fuel
the economy.
Graves also supports the stimulus bill and federal

Rep. Peter DeFazio

Rep. Sam Graves

TCC WASHINGTON BRIEFING
highway funding. It is going to take bipartisanship effort,
along with vocal support from the industry, to make it
happen.
Make Your Voice Heard
The Transportation Construction Coalition’s (TCC)
is encouraging infrastructure-related industries,
organizations and associations to join them in their
support of renewing the Federal Highway Trust Fund in
September and the inclusion of surface transportation
funding in the next Coronavirus Stimulus Package.
“Most elected officials have diverse backgrounds and
experiences qualifying them for their offices, but very
few have professional construction experience. To serve
effectively, these elected officials need information. They
need input from industry professionals,” TCC states on its
website.
TCC makes it easy by offering the following quick
links: “Email your legislators by visiting the Take Action
menu option;” “Meet with your members of Congress
when they’re in the district;” “Attend a town hall meeting
to voice your support for infrastructure legislation;” and
“Encourage your colleagues, family, and friends to join the
effort.”
The website will help direct visitors to their state’s
Legislators.
Park Estes, Arkansas
Asphalt Pavement Association
Executive Director, supports the
Transportation Construction
Coalition’s efforts to support
highway funding at the federal
level.
AAPA also supports the
coronavirus stimulus package
inclusion of infrastructure funding.
Park Estes
“The Transportation
Construction Coalition has made voicing your support
easy and it only takes a few minutes to send an email or
tweet at hardhatsforhighways.org/take-action/, but it will
make a real difference today and in the future,” Estes said.
The Federal Highway Trust Fund is Insolvent
The federal gas and diesel taxes were last increased in
1993 and yet, construction and maintenance costs have
continued to rise and the country’s infrastructure ages.
Now with expiration of the FAST Act in FY 2021 on Sept.
30, the Highway Trust Fund faces an annual $18 billion
shortfall, and without new revenues, federal funds will
mostly pay for on-going projects for the next four years —
with few new projects funded.

It also means the federal aid for highway and transit
construction could be slowed or even disrupted if the U.S.
Congress fails to take action this fall.
Federal funding is used to improve major roads in all
50 states. Inter- and intra-state freight movement relies on
a well-functioning national highway system of interstates,
and industries depend on good roads to get their products
to market.
This engine that helps drive states’ economies —
including Arkansas’s — could be negatively impacted. And
as the nation’s economy slowed due to COVID-19, such
an infusion of local dollars could create jobs and lower
unemployment.
The FAST Act
The Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST)
Act provides funding for five years for federal highway
and transit programs at increased funding levels. The Act
does not increase the gas tax or create any new on-going
revenue source for the Highway Trust Fund, but instead
continues the trend of general fund transfers off set with
non-transportation revenue, allowing it to be fully funded
through the five year period.
It calls for adjustments in authorized funding levels
should Highway Trust Fund revenue increase or decrease
beyond the projected annual income amounts.
This would create a new National Highway Freight
Program funded at $1.26 billion per year distributed
to states by formula for highway freight improvement
projects.
Also, it converts the Surface Transportation Program
(STP) to a block grant program, giving states more
flexibility in the usage but increasing the amount going to
local governments from 50 percent to 55 percent over the
life of the bill.
Coronavirus Relief
Also, in March TCC sent a letter to Congressional
Legislators urging them “to include a multi-year
surface transportation investment package in the latest
coronavirus relief package.”
While the Congress included and approved the funding,
the Senate hasn’t.
The entire letter can be viewed on their HARDHATS
for HIGHWAYS website at: hardhatsforhighways.org/tccsends-letter-to-congress-on-coronavirus-relief-legislation/.
“While there are diverse and well-intended views on
how federal policy can stabilize and resuscitate the U.S.
economy during times of crisis, there are few initiatives
that can match the combination of the immediate
and long-term benefits of an increased infrastructure
investment,” TCC stated.
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Quality Work & Professional Service
Thermoplastic & Waterborne Pavement Markings
Guardrail & Guard Cable
Traffic Control Services
Sign Sales & Rentals

Office (479) 474-0452
Toll Free (800) 533-3221
Fax (479) 474-0498

www.timestriping.com
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ARKANSAS GENERAL ELECTION
DATES TO REMEMBER
Election Day: Nov. 3, 2020
Early Voting: Oct. 19, 2020 - Nov. 2, 2020
Voter Registration Deadline
Postmarked by Tue., Oct 6, 2020
In-Person, Received by Tue., Oct. 6, 2020
Deadline to Request an Absentee Ballot:
Email by Tue., Oct. 27, 2020
Deadline to Return Completed
Absentee Ballot:
In-Person, Received by Mon., Nov. 2, 2020

Phone: 501.376.0716
Fax: 501.376.2118
Toll Free: 800.523.2147

Note about absentee ballots: COVID-19 is no reason not to vote. Even
high-risk citizens can exercise their civic duty without risking their health.
Registered Arkansas voters will have the choice of going to their local
polling location or requesting an absentee ballot from their local county
clerk. State election laws allow for times of being unavoidably absent
whether by natural disaster, war or global pandemic.

321 Scott St.
Little Rock, AR 72201
www.cashionco.com

Arkansas Asphalt News
Quarterly Magazine

Keep up to date with the latest asphalt pavement industry news in Arkansas with the Arkansas Asphalt Pavement
Association’s Quarterly Publication. Circulation for the AAPA quarterly magazine includes AAPA members, Arkansas
State Highway & Transportation Officials, County Judges, City Officials, State Legislators, Consulting Engineers
and other industry allies.

Advertising Rates
Ad space is available in the sizes listed below in full color.
Placement of less than full page ads varies by quarter.
Full Page (7.50” wide X 10” tall): $650 per issue
Half Page (7.50” wide X 5” tall): $550 per issue
Third Page (2.75” wide X 10” tall): $450 per issue
Quarter Page (3.75” wide X 5” tall): $350 per issue
Sixth Page (5” wide X 2.5” tall): $275 per issue

Material Specifications
Completed ads must be press ready, 300 dpi, 150 line
screen, 100% actual size, and include all embedded
images and fonts. Submit ads electronically to:
office@arasphalt.com
If you do not have a completed ad, we will set your ad
for you for $25. Please submit your ad copy in one of the
following formats: PDF, TIFF, EPS, JPG, along with any
photos/logos to be included in the ad. You will receive an
emailed ad proof to approve.
P.O. Box 24304
Little Rock, Arkansas 72221
(501) 219-1100 • FAX: (501) 219-0884
www.arasphalt.com
office@arasphalt.com
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Welcome New Members!
APAC-Central, Inc.

Producers of Quality
Materials and Construction

• Aggregates
• Asphalt
• Ready Mix
• Construction

• Portable Crushing
• Heavy Highway
• Commercial
• Industrial
• Residential
Proudly serving
Oklahoma,
Western Arkansas and
Southwest Missouri
Sales:
AR, MO - 479.788.6342
OK - 918.438.2020

ADM
Charbon Contracting, LLC
Envirotx
Hawkeye Enterprises
The Redpointe Group
Upcoming AAPA Events
Quality Conference
January 7-8, 2021
Embassy Suites, Little Rock
Annual Convention
March 29-31, 2021
Branson, MO
Check the website for updates and registration
information. This schedule is subject to change
due to restrictions surrounding COVID-19.

Construction:
AR - 479.587.3300
OK - 918.438.2020
Main Office
479.587.3300
Toll Free: 877.920.2722
www.apaccentralinc.com

Safety First Always
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Physical Address:
2000 S. 1st St.
Rogers, AR 72758
Phone: 479.621.9034

Mailing Address: Asphalt Plant Information:
P.O. Box 580
5498 S. Vaughn Road
Rogers, AR 72757
Bentonville, AR 72712
Phone: 479.795.1133
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